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In the divertor of the tokamak type fusion reactors tungsten and tungsten-covered plasma facing materials are currently among the selected materials. However, metallic, high-Z plasma facing materials require plasma mitigation. Recent researches show, that mitigation with boron can be used for optimizing plasma operations, while the interactions between boron containing plasma and tungsten plasma facing materials are less investigated. The formation of mixed layers and their behaviour under plasma operations as well as reactor maintenance procedures needs to be estimated. In order to estimate properties of tungsten-boron mixed layers, such layers can be produced by deposition methods, such as the magnetron sputtering technique and further characterized and analysed. Magnetron sputtered tungsten-boron films were oxidized up to 600 °C. Prior and after thermal treatment infrared spectra and electron microscopy images of the films were registered. For comparison, W films with no addition B of were deposited. Selected parts of the films were etched, to analyse temperature dependent edge effects. Mass changes at ~ 400 – 500 °C can be attributed to the corresponding oxidation processes. The structure analysis and infrared spectrometry show the formation of W-O and W=O bonds. The obtained results will be applied for recommendations for the production of W-B thin films for microelectronic devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Energy production in fusion reactors is promoted as a sustainable future energy source. Among the challenges for the optimal operation and maintenance of the fusion reactors is the selection of plasma facing materials and their behavior during plasma reactions. Tungsten-boron compounds (WxBy) belong to the group of superhard materials [1] and have a wide application in microelectronic devices [2], as coating material in harsh conditions [3], they are promising in application for gamma radiation shielding [4], in photovoltaic cells, as well as for field emission vacuum solid triodes [5], as well as for superconductors in the fusion devices [6].

The formation of WxBy compounds takes place during plasma operations of the fusion devices, where boron is used to mitigate plasma [7]. The mitigation process together with plasma reactions causes several processes such as formation of deposited layers [8, 9], changes in surface chemical composition and structure [10], aging of divertor materials [11], affecting the lifetime of construction parts [12], and changing the properties of plasma facing surfaces [13]. Moreover, the deposition and formation of co-deposited layers is among the main processes leading to the retention and accumulation of fusion fuel atoms – deuterium and tritium [14].

To explore the effects that take place in the vacuum vessel of the fusion reactor, related to the deposited layers, a magnetron sputtering technique [15 – 17] is widely used. Although thermal analysis of the deposited films allows exploration of the behaviour of the deposits under maintenance procedures, such as vacuum vessel baking [18], as well as expand the knowledge about processes under loss of vacuum, that is needed to ensure fault free operations.

This work is focused on thermal behaviour of magnetron sputtered WxBy thin films and comparison with W films without boron additions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The WxBy films were deposited on the Si/SiO2 substrate by the direct current magnetron sputtering technique, in argon, using a W2B target. For comparison, W (W target) films with no addition of B were deposited. Deposition time was 20 min at 150 °C. The thickness of the films was determined by applying a Mitutoyo surface roughness tester and estimated to be 150 nm. Selected parts of the films were
etched by applying chemical treatment (Alfa RPAR Ltd.). An example of the scheme of the fabricated coating and a photograph of the coated sample are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the fabricated WₓBᵧ coating and a photograph of the coated sample

Thermal treatment was performed in air to facilitate the aging processes and examine the impact of the presence of oxygen in the vacuum vessel. The coatings were oxidized with a temperature regime of 10 °C/min, up to 600 °C and an exposure time of 1 h, followed by cooling down to room temperature in a Nabetherm muffle furnace. For thermal analysis in the SEIKO EXSTAR 6300 device, the fabricated samples were cut in the pieces with a diameter of 5 mm to fit in the Al₂O₃ crucibles. Thermal analysis was performed with the same temperature parameters as for the muffle furnace. Thermogravimetry (TG, mass measurements), differential thermal analysis (DTA, exothermic and endothermic effects) and differential thermal analysis (DTG, mass change rate) measurements registered during heating. Prior and after thermal treatment infrared spectra of the films were recorded with Bruker Vertex 70v Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, vacuum 2.95 hPa, attenuated total reflection mode, range 400 – 4000 cm⁻¹, resolution ±2 cm⁻¹, at least 3 measurements per sample were made, 20 spectra per measurement recorded.

For scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis, samples were adhered to Al stubs using conductive carbon adhesive tape. Morphology and element content in deposited films were evaluated by a high-resolution field emission SEM apparatus Thermo Scientific™ Helios™ 5 UX (University of Latvia, Institute of Solid State Physics). The working distance was set to 4 mm. The SEM images were collected at a 2 kV electron acceleration voltage, a 25 pA current by detecting secondary electrons using a through-the-lens detector, ion conversion and electron detector, while energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two types of deposited layers were compared. The SEM analysis was applied for surface structure characterization, while element content was estimated with EDS analysis, while the chemical bonds were examined with FTIR. In the thermal analysis the differences between DTA, TG and DTG curves of both types of films were examined.

3.1. Surface morphology

An EDS spectrum of a WₓBᵧ film is shown in Fig. 2. The Si and O signals occur due to the electron beam penetration through the layer. The boron as a light element is hardly distinguishable in the EDS spectrum. However, the quantification option allows us to determine the approximate stoichiometry of WₓBᵧ to be WB₂.

Fig. 2. EDS spectrum of boron containing W thin film on Si-SiO₂ substrate

SEM analysis shows formation of homogeneously rough surface, while addition of boron results in comparably smoother surface (Fig. 3, upper images).

Fig. 3. Thermally induced surface modifications in W and WB₂ coatings

Thermally treated films both have a homogeneous rough surface. Additionally, it is observed that the edges of thermally treated films tend to detach from the substrate (Fig. 3, bottom images). This effect shows, that films deposited in the vacuum vessel of the fusion reactor, in the presence of oxygen, which can be possible during maintenance procedures or loss of vacuum cases, can detach from the surfaces and subsequently result in a form of dust.

3.2. Analysis of chemical bonds

Analysis of chemical bonds show that in the W coating no signals occur, while in spectra of WB₂ some weak signals occur, which are assigned to Si-O bonds from the substrate. In the FTIR spectra of W films no signals occur, showing that no signal from the SiO₂ substrate penetrates through the film. In the FTIR spectra of the Si-SiO₂-WB₂ films the peaks around 455, 515 m 840 and 1100 cm⁻¹ (Fig. 4) correspond to the Si-O [19] from the SiO₂, leading to an increased IR photon permeability through the film and less dense deposition mechanism as for pure tungsten. Peaks at 595, 675, 800 correspond to W-O and W=O bonds, while peaks at 1010, 1050, 1100 cm⁻¹ are related to Si-O bonds [19]. In the spectra of the oxidized WB₂ films peak at 640 is related to W-O bonds, while the peak at 935 cm⁻¹ could correspond to the B-O bond [20]. The presence of Si-O
bonds shows restructurization of the film leading to a lower density, IR photon permeability as well as possible formation of pores, which can serve as deposition points for fuel atoms in a fusion reactor.

3.3. Thermal processes

The TG and DTG curves of W and WB₂ films show an increase in mass. The TG/DTA/DTG curves of WB₂ film are presented in Fig. 5. Mass changes are correlating with oxygen attraction to the surface and reaction with boron [21] and tungsten [22, 23] atoms. A mass increase for both coatings is similar and continues at high temperature exposure and the cooling process.

When comparing the processes of mass change, no significant differences were observed between W and WB₂, while the DTA curves show to slightly increased slope of the exothermic reaction for the W and an endothermic signal for WB₂ around 580 °C (indicated in Fig. 6), corresponding to the thermal stability edge of the WB₂ powder [24].

Fig. 4. FTIR spectra of nontreated and thermally treated W and WB₂ coatings

Fig. 5. TG/DTA/DTG curves of 150nm WB₂ film

Fig. 6. DTA curves of W and WB₂ during the thermal treatment process

Differences in the thermal behaviour should be considered for the development of the maintenance procedures for the fusion reactors, where tungsten is proposed as plasma facing material and boron as mitigating element.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The magnetron sputtering technique applied as a tool for developing layers for investigation of the plasma-wall interaction processes of the fusion reactors gives impact on understanding layers modification processes in the presence of oxygen.

The application of thermal treatment of synthesized layers simulates aging processes and allows us to compare layers with different composition.

The addition of the B to W layers changes the thermal behaviour under presence of oxygen. This should be taken into for modelling of the aging materials and for evaluation of the processes that take place during impurity seeding.
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